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DIGEST:

*Decision i.s affirmed on relconbideration
in absence of any showing that earlier
decision was based on errors of fact
or laws

Pamlico Canvas Products, Inc. (Pamlico), requests
reconsideration of our deci.sion in Famlico Canvas
Products, Inc,, 8-207210, May S. i982, 82-1 CPD

. ~wherein we, diwsnissed Pamlivo's protest against the
Defense LogistAcs Agency's (DPA) affirmative deter-
mination of Camel Manufacturing Cots (Camel) respon-
sibility on the ground that Pamlico had failed to
show either fraud on the part of procuring officials
or misapplicattion of definitive responsibility criteria.

Pamlico now contends that its protest was "trying
to portray" DLA's failure to properly apply the'solici-
2 tzxtion's definitive responsibility criteria, Further,
Pamlico states that it irEended to question "both the
wisdom and accountability of the procurement officer
in his continued awarding of contracts" to Camel at
a time when Pamlico alleges that Camel cannot meet
either future or current contract requirements.

Neither contention is a sufficient basis to
overturn our prior docision, The term ttdefinitive
responsibility criteria" refers to specific provi-
sions in the protested solicitation which establish
specific and objective risponsibility criteria,
compliance with which iJ a necessary prerequisite to
award. J. Baranello and SonB, 58 comp. Gen. 509
(1979), 79-1 CPD 322. PamliEo has failed to show
the existence of such a specific provision in the
solicitation. Likewise, the mere questioning of
the procuring officer's wisdom and accountability
is not tantamount to a showing of fraud. Panllico
has the burden of submitting evidence sufficient to
establish a prima facie case of fraud. The ri%!re
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allegation of fraud based on DLA'a hAving found
Came) reeponsible despite an alleged Lunsatisfrctory
past record of performance does not satisfy this
burden of proof. Policy Research Incorporated,
B-200386, March 5, 1981 81-l CPD 172.-

Since Pamlico has made no showing that our denial
of its protest was erroneous, we see no reason to
considLr its arguments further. Virginia - Maryland
.Associates, Inc.--Reconsideration B-1912i52, July 7,
1978, 78-2 CPD 19.

Accordingly, our prior decision is affirmed.
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